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Tóm tắt. G¦n �¥y, dàch vö l÷îi v  c¡c h» thèng luçng cæng vi»c sû döng BPEL �ang thu hót nhi·u
sü quan t¥m nghi¶n cùu trong mæi tr÷íng t½nh to¡n l÷îi, bði v¼ chóng cho ph²p c¡c cæng vi»c húu
döng câ c§u tróc câ thº �÷ñc t¤o düng v  �÷ñc gåi mët c¡ch tü �ëng trong mæi tr÷íng l÷îi. Vîi c¡c
dàch vö Web (Web services) thæng th÷íng (c¡c dàch vö khæng câ tr¤ng th¡i), vi»c t¤o düng v  gåi
chóng câ thº �÷ñc thüc hi»n b¬ng BPEL v  c¡c engine (l  ch÷ìng tr¼nh dàch v  thi h nh) cõa nâ nh÷
ActiveBPEL v  Apache ODE. Tuy nhi¶n, vi»c gåi c¡c dàch vö l÷îi (Grid services) (c¡c dàch vö câ
tr¤ng th¡i) l¤i g¥y ra mët v§n �· cho BPEL v  c¡c engine cõa nâ, bði v¼ chóng thi¸u c¡c �°c �iºm
hé trñ c¡c dàch vö câ tr¤ng th¡i. Trong mët nghi¶n cùu tr÷îc �¥y cõa nhâm t¡c gi£ [1], v§n �· n y
�¢ �÷ñc ph¥n t½ch kÿ l÷ïng, v  tø �â mët gi£i ph¡p �ìn gi£n v  ngn gån �¢ �÷ñc �· xu§t nh¬m cho
ph²p vi»c gåi c¡c dàch vö l÷îi tø Apache ODE engine. B i b¡o nh¬m têng hñp c¡c k¸t qu£ tr÷îc �¥y,
còng vîi k¸t qu£ c i �°t mîi ho n ch¿nh cho gi£i ph¡p �¢ �÷ñc �· xu§t tr¶n. Þ ngh¾a thüc ti¹n cõa
gi£i ph¡p �¢ �· xu§t s³ �÷ñc minh håa rã r ng hìn thæng qua mët v½ dö luçng cæng vi»c sû döng
BPEL. C i �°t cõa chóng tæi, �÷ñc gåi l  G-ODE, l  mët sü mð rëng cõa Apache ODE, nh¬m cho
ph²p vi»c gåi d¹ d ng c£ hai lo¤i dàch vö l  Web v  L÷îi.

Abstract. Grid services and workflows using BPEL have gained much interest in Grid computing
recently as they allow useful structured tasks to be composed and invoked automatically within a
Grid environment. With normal Web services (stateless ones), the composition and invocation can be
done with BPEL and its engines such as ActiveBPEL and Apache ODE. However, the invocation of
Grid services (stateful ones) presents a problem for BPEL and its engines because they lack features
for supporting stateful services. In our previous work [1], this problem was deeply analysed and from
that a clean solution was proposed allowing BPEL-ODE invocation of Grid services. This paper
aims to combine the previous result with new complete implementation for the proposed solution.
The meaning of our solution will be explained more clearly through a BPEL workflow example. Our
implementation called G-ODE, is an extension of the ODE enabling both Web Services and Grid
Services invocation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Grid Computing plays an important role in resolving a real and specific problem
of coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual
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organizations [2]. Grid research has progressed to its third generation [3], which focuses on
resolving problems that occur when large scale and autonomic grid systems need to be built.
This generation has seen an increase in the adoption of service-oriented architecture and the
development of a comprehensible architecture for large scale grid applications. The Open
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) was developed to support the creation, maintenance and
application of ensembles of services in Virtual Organizations (VO). OGSA adopted the OASIS
Web Service Resource Framework to bring Grid services closer to Web services community,
allowing them to share and reuse tools that have been well developed for Web services.

In our previous paper [4], we proposed a grid collaborative framework that is both general
purpose and plan supported. With the theoretical foundation based on the activity theory and
designed on top of existing OGSA infrastructure, our proposed framework aims at accelerating
the development of grid collaborative systems that consider working plans as central role. Our
framework has a component called Activity Planning that is responsible for creating a new
working plan or updating existing ones. The role of our plan is similar to a workflow in the
workflow managament systems, which describe the activities and relationships between them
before making the plan run. As suggested in [5], it seems to have so many workflow languages
so far, that it is wiser to choose a suitable existing one, rather than to reinvent the wheels.
Among the current workflow tools and languages that can support in creating working plans so
far, the BPEL (Business Process Execution Language)[6] and BPMN (Business Process Model
and Notation) [7] seem to be the best choices for our framework. With BPMN, abstract plans
(similar to abstract BPEL process) will be proposed by many users for modeling real business
processes. After that, these plans will be automatically transformed to BPEL processes acting
as the working plans. The BPEL has been deployed successfully in composing workflows of Web
services for many kinds of applications [8-10]. It is not surprising to see efforts to use BPEL
for composing Grid services into higher level and structured tasks as Gridflows. However,
due to the stateful nature of Grid services, BPEL and its engines cannot be deployed without
additional features. The focus of this paper is to resolve this issue, while the other issue relating
to automatic transformation techniques between BPEL and BPMN will be one of our next
research directions.

Much effort in recent investigation attempts to overcome this problem. Some proposals
have been suggested to invoke Grid services from BPEL [11, 12], but they are only for the
ActiveBPEL engine[13]. The main issue with the ActiveBPEL is that it is not open source
any more, therefore extension of this engine is not easy. For the open source BPEL engine,
ODE (Orchestration Director Engine), we are not aware of any concrete solution so far. In our
previous work [1], the issue of invocation of Grid services within the ODE engine was deeply
analysed and from that a clean solution was proposed allowing BPEL-ODE invocation of Grid
services. This paper aims to combine the previous result with new complete implementation
for the proposed solution.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents some necessary background.
Section 3 reviews some approaches in resolving the problem related to resource key in Grid
services. The next section aims to investigate the current issue of ODE, and then the appro-
priate solution for this issue will be proposed in section 5. Section 6 describes the design and
implementation of G-ODE. In section 7, some main related work will be reviewed. Finally,
section 8 summarizes the contributions and concludes the paper.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Workflows for Grid

GSFL

GSFL (Grid Service Flow Language)[14] is one of the first workflow languages proposed for
the Grid environment. Its development purpose is how to support the ability of composition of
new workflows from existing Web services, and how to be compatible with the OGSA (Open
Grid Service Architechture).

However, an important requirement of workflows for the Grid, the ability to invoke Grid
services and integration of both Grid services and Web services, has not been mentioned in
GSFL. Moreover, we have not seen any concrete implementations for GSFL, so it is very hard
to evaluate the feasibility of this workflow language.

A-GWL

A-GWL (Abstract Grid Workflow Language) [15] is a high level workflow language for
modelling workflows at abstract level. It means that its focus is mainly on description of the
logic and flows of workflows, not on the their execution. This language bases on the activity di-
agram of UML (Unified Modelling Language), an popular object-oriented modelling language.
This approach has an advantage of inheritance the widely-accepted modelling capability of
UML. The workflows modeled by activity diagrams can be converted to A-GWL by a tool
called Teuta [16].

However, similar to GSFL, this workflow language still lacks of concrete implementation
and is without any support for invocation of Web service and Grid service.

GWEL

GWEL (Grid Workflow Execution Language) is the heart of the Grid Workflow Infrastruc-
ture proposed in [17]. Based on the OGSA, this infrastructure aims to leverage the concepts
of the BPEL4WS. With OGSA, we can exploit the advanced Grid features such as instance
factories, notifications and lifetime management. Leveraging BPEL4WS allows us to reuse the
basic workflow functionalities, which are similar for Web service and Grid service. Our solu-
tion shares this idea, but we choose an another approach. Instead of creating a new workflow
language as GWEL that is very complicated and spends much effort, we only expand the
capability of one BPEL4WS engine (ODE engine) for enabling invocations of Grid services.
Our approach is much more simpler and also more feasible.

2.2. WSRF

Before Grid services, a Web service refers to a stand-alone service with each instance is
completely independent of any other instances of the same service as they do not keep any state
information about themselves once they deliver their output to the requested Web client. This
statelessness makes Web services client-server model simple, however, developing transactional
services based on Web services requires complicated manipulation of the persistent states at
the server end that is not consistent with the nature of stateless Web services. For this reason,
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OASIS has adopted Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF ), a standard that allows Web
services to access their persistent states in a consistent and interoperable manner. In this
framework, a state is called stateful resources. WSRF aims to model and manage stateful
resources based on a construct called WS-Resource, which is composed of a Web service and
its associated stateful resources [18]. WSRF defines means by which:

- WS-Resources can be created and removed.

- A stateful resource is used when message exchanges of Web service are executed.

- A stateful resource can be queried and modified via message exchanges of Web service.

Each stateful resource usually has many independent instances that may be created and
destroyed. When a new instance of a stateful resource is created, normally by a Web service
referred to as a resource factory, it may be assigned an identity (also called resource key).

WSRF defines a special kind of relationship, called implied resource pattern, between a
Web service and its stateful resources. This relationship is a mechanism to associate a stateful
resource with execution of message exchanges of a Web service. The term implied means that
the stateful resource associated with a given message exchange is considered as an implicit
input for the execution of the message request. Implicit input means that the stateful resource
is not provided as an explicit parameter in the body of the message request. Therefore, the
association occurs mostly in a dynamic manner, which is at the time of the execution of the
message exchange [18].

To represent the address of a Web service deployed at a given network endpoint, WSRF
uses the Endpoint Reference construct from WS-Addressing. The main part of an endpoint
reference is an Endpoint Address of the Web service. The endpoint reference may also contain a
metadata associated with the Web service such as service description information and reference
properties (this name is used in WSRF version 1.1. In version 1.2 it has been changed to
reference parameters). The reference properties play an important role in the implied resource
pattern, as it is used to keep the resource key of the instance of stateful resource.

Grid services are the Web services that followWSRF standard. They are also called WSRF-
compatible Web services.

2.3. Axis2

Axis2 is the new version of Axis (Apache eXtensible Interaction System), a SOAP engine
and a Web Service middleware tool. It is a SOAP messaging system with modular architectural
design. The Axis2 Framework is built up of 7 core modules. Non-core/other modules are layered
on top of these core modules [19, 20]. Among the seven core modules, SOAP Processing Module
is relevant to our research. This module controls the execution order of the processing. Besides
defining different built-in phases of the execution, the model supports extensible capability
by permitting users to extend the Processing Model at specific plug-in places. The SOAP
Processing Model is shown in figure ??.

Two basic actions a SOAP processor are sending and receiving SOAP messages. To support
these, the architecture provides two pipes (or messages processing flows) called In Pipe and
Out Pipe. The implementation of these two pipes is via definition of two methods, send() and
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receive() in the Axis2 Engine.

Extensible capability of the SOAP processing model is provided by handlers. When process-
ing a SOAP message, only the handlers that are registered will be executed. Axis2 supports
three scopes that the handlers can be registered in, global, service, or operation. The final
handler chain will be calculated by combining the handlers from all the scopes.

Figure 2.1. SOAP Processing Model of Axis2[19]

Acting as interceptors, the handlers process parts of the SOAP message and provide add-
on services. The different stages of the pipes are called phase, which provides a mechanism
to specify the ordering of handlers. A handler always runs inside a specific phase. Both Pipes
have built-in phases, as well as the places for 'User Phases' which can be defined by users.

2.4. Apache ODE engine

ODE is an open source BPEL engine of Apache. The latest stable version 1.3 offers many
interesting features such as:

• ODE supports for both the WS-BPEL 2.0 OASIS standard and the BPEL4WS 1.1.

• ODE supports two communication layers: Web Services http transport of Axis2 and
ServiceMix on the JBI standard.

• ODE can be easily integrated with virtually any communication layer due to the high
level API to the engine.

• ODE allows hot-deployment of processes. This means that one only needs to copy all the
necessary files to a specific directory (a deployment directory regulated by the engine),
and the running engine will automatically detect these files, compile them and prepare
them ready for use.

The current ODE does not recognize all necessary information sent from a BPEL process
and is unable to support the invocation of Grid services. Our solution aims to resolve this
issue.
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3. APPROACHES

A Grid service is a stateful web service: a Web service plus persistent resources. Each
resource has its own ID called Resource Key. The combination of grid service address and
its resource defines an endpoint reference (EPR). Normally, the value of grid service address
is static and known before its running time. However, the value of resource key is dynamic
and this presents a problem for the ODE to deal with Grid services. Possible approaches for
resolving this problem include:

• Extending BPEL by adding new activities [12] into the standard BPEL. Among these
activities, one (called gridCreateResourceInvoke) is used to get EPR, and other one
(called GridInvoke) is for calling operations of the Grid service.

• Adding an operation in the Grid service that needs to be invoked, as suggested in [11,
21]. This operation will return EPR of an instance of that Grid service (therefore the
operation is normally called CreateResource).

Clearly, extending BPEL is not a simple task, as it requires numerous changes in the
standard BPEL engine, from the compilation of BPEL processes to the implementation of
new activities.

Our effort focuses on the adding the operation to Grid services as it potentially provides
cleaner and better solutions.

4. INVESTIGATION OF ODE'S PROBLEM

As mentioned above, the current ODE engine can only support the invocation of Web
services and not Grid services. Before providing a concrete solution, this problem needs to be
investigated in detail. Therefore, we developed a test aiming to determine how ODE engine
invokes Web services and to locate exactly the problem when the ODE has to deal with
invocation of an external grid service from a BPEL process.

Our test comprises of three parts:

- A grid service called MathService, which has been adapted from the example in [22] (The
example can only run in Globus Toolkit 4.0. Necessary changes have been done to make
it run in GT 4.2). This grid service already follows the factory/instance pattern [21]. This
pattern requires each grid service having its factory service called MathFactoryService,
a normal Web service whose main role is to create instances of the Grid service. Besides
creating new instances, this operation (called createResource in our example) also returns
ResourceKeys for the instances. The Globus Toolkit version 4.2 [23] has been used to
deploy this grid service in its web service container.

- A BPEL process called Test-FactoryGS-V2: Diagram of the process is illustrated in
Figure ??. More details of this process will be explained later.
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Figure 4.2. Diagram of BPEL process Test-FactoryGS-V2

- ODE engine and its deployment in Apache Tomcat 6.

In order to locate the problem, our BPEL process is designed to inspect three activities:

- The first activity is to invoke the Grid service in order to get its ResourceKeys.

- The second activity is to assign this ResourceKeys to a PartnerLink, allowing the Part-
nerLink to carry the ResourceKeys.

- The third activity is to use the PartnerLink to invoke another operation of the Grid
service.

Main activities of the BPEL process Test-FactoryGS-V2

In order to meet our goal, the designed BPEL process will perform three activities as
follows:

(1) Invoking the operation createResource of MathFactoryService and store the returned
ResourceKey in a variable called CreateResourceOut by the following code:

<invoke name="Invoke1" partnerLink="MathFactoryServicePL"
operation="createResource"

xmlns:tns="http://www.globus.org/namespaces/examples/core/FactoryService"
portType="tns:FactoryPortType"
inputVariable="CreateResourceIn"

outputVariable="CreateResourceOut"/>
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(2) Assigning the variable CreateResourceOut to a PartnerLink by the following code:
<assign name="Assign5">
<copy>

<from variable="CreateResourceOut" part="response" />
<to partnerLink="MathServicePL"/>
</copy>

</assign>

<invoke name="Invoke2" partnerLink="MathServicePL"
operation="getValueRP"
xmlns:porttype="http://www.globus.org/namespaces/examples/core/MathService_instance"
portType="porttype:MathPortType"
inputVariable="GetValueRPIn"
outputVariable="GetValueRPOut"/>

(3) To invoke one operation of the grid service MathService by the following code:

Results of the test

When (1) has been invoked successfully, the returned value CreateResourceOut contains
the ResourceKey, as shown by bold part in the returned message:

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?>
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
...
<soapenv:Header>
...
</soapenv:Header>
<soapenv:Body>
<createResourceResponse xmlns="http://www.globus.org/namespaces/examples/core/
FactoryService">
<wsa:EndpointReference>
<wsa:Address>http://127.0.0.1:8082/wsrf/services/examples/core/factory/MathService
</wsa:Address>
<wsa:ReferenceParameters>
<ns1:MathResourceKey xmlns:ns1="http://www.globus.org/namespaces
/examples/core/MathService_instance">12692431
</ns1:MathResourceKey>

</wsa:ReferenceParameters>
</wsa:EndpointReference>

</createResourceResponse>
</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

The assignment of CreateResourceOut to the PartnerLink MathServicePL was performed
successfully. However, the invocation of (3) failed. Through checking the in/out messages, the
exact cause of the problem was found. In the message sent to invoke operation getValueRP of
the grid service, the necessary MathResourceKey was not found.

In ODE, two steps are required for getting endpoint reference (EPR). The first step is
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to invoke the operation CreateResource that returns the EPR from the Grid service, and
then the returned EPR needs to be stored in a PartnerLink for later use. Surprisingly, even
though the EPR contains the ResourceKey, the ODE still supports these two steps very well
(please remember that in a Web service, its EPR contains no ResourceKey, and the ODE only
supports Web services, not Grid services).

The issue of ODE in the Grid service invocation occurs exactly when the PartnerLink

carrying the EPR is used to invoke operations in the Grid service. The reason is that the
message used in this invocation lacks the ResourceKey.

5. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

It is clear from our investigation that in order to enable the ODE engine to support Grid
services invocation, we have to develop a mechanism to allow adding suitable ResourceKey
into the message sent to invoke an operation of the Grid service. Because ODE engine is built
on Axis2, which uses handlers (interceptors) to proceed messages, we need to develop new
handlers whose roles are to find out necessary ResourceKeys and add them into the suitable
messages. Furthermore, these handlers have to be positioned in proper positions in the series
of existing handlers. In ODE, each handler is implemented by a Java class.

Inherited from Axis2, the ODE engine also uses the file axis2.xml to setup its configu-
ration parameters such as TransportSender, TransportReceiver, MessageReceiver, Handlers
and Handlers Processing Order, etc. Following is the phaseOrder part, which setups the Han-
dlers Processing Order, extracted from configuration file axis2.xml of the ODE engine. In this
extraction, the bold part shows our handlers that would be inserted after they have been
implemented.

6. G-ODE

6.1. Design

Requirements for Grid Services

Our solution requires that each Grid Service needs to have a special operation called
createResource which aims to create a resource key that will be used by following invocations
of other operations of the Grid Service. Calling this operation only uses normal invocation
like calling operations of Web Services. The createResource returns an EndpointReference
including the resource key of the Grid Service. This resource key will need to be inserted
properly in messages sent to invoke other operations of the Grid Service.

Message handlers

Following the processing model of ODE (inherited from the Axis2), our implementation
composes of two handlers:
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<phaseOrder type="InFlow">
<!� System pre defined phases �>

<phase name="ProcessHeader">
<handler name="ResourceKeyInHandler"
class="our class here">
<order phase="PostDispatch"/>

</handler>
</phase>

</phaseOrder>
<phaseOrder type="OutFlow">
<!� user can add his own phases to this area �>

<phase name="ProcessHeader">
<handler name="ResourceKeyOutHandler"
class="our class here">
<order phase="PostDispatch"/>

</handler>
</phase>
...

</phaseOrder>

• GridHandlerIn: this handler included in the phaseOrder, InFlow is responsible for
detecting the resource key from the message returned by the createResource operation
of the grid service. If the resource key is found, it will be saved to be used later in
invocations of other operations of the grid service.

• GridHandlerOut :this handler included in the phaseOrder, OutFlow is responsible for
searching a proper resource key among the saved ones, and inserting it into the header
of the message sent to invoke an another operation of the grid service.

One problem has been detected when looking for the way to store the resoure keys, due to
the fact that multi instances of a grid service can be created and run in concurrence. Because
in ODE, each instance of a grid service has an unique ConfigureContext, therefore we use it
to store resource keys.

Figure ?? shows the sequence diagram that describes the processing sequence of these two
handlers. It consists of the following steps:

Step 1: a BPEL process invokes the MethodA of a Grid Service (MethodA may be createRe-
source or other one). When receiving this invocation, ODE engine will create an appropriate
SOAP message that will be sent to GridHandlerOut to process.

Step 2: At GridHandlerOut, it checks the existence of resource key in the ConfigureContext.
If it does not exist, the MethodA must be createResource, and GridHandlerOut allows the
message pass without any modification. Otherwise, if resource key exists, then GridHandlerOut
will insert it to the message before sending.

Step 3: The operation MethodA of the grid service is actually called, and it returns a soap
message that will be processed by GridHandlerIn.
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Step 4: The content of the message will be checked to look for the EndpointReference part.
If this part exists, it means the operation called is createResource. Therefore, the message will
contain the resource key that will be extracted and saved in the ConfigureContext.

6.2. Implementation

In ODE, each handler is a class inheriting from the class AbstractHandler.

After implementation of the two handlers GridHandlerIn and GridHandlerOut, they need
to be added in the configuration file Axis2.xml as shown in Table 1.

6.3. Experiment results

Our test aims to check how well many different grid services can be called from a BPEL
process through our G-ODE. The focus of our test here is not on the performance of the BPEL
process running on the G-ODE, but only on the invocation capability of grid services from the
BPEL process. Therefore, a simple BPEL process with two invocations has been choosen. The
more complex BPEL processes aiming to test the performance of the G-ODE will be composed
in our future work. In this test, only a simple BPEL process which calls two different grid
services MathService and CalcService, has been built and run (see Figure 7.4).

Figure 6.3. Sequence diagram of the two handlers

This process does as follows:

- Firstly, two parameters X and Y are declared. Then two instances of these two grid
services are created (by activities CreateCacl and CreateMath). This aims to retrieve
and save the resource keys of these instances.
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Table 1. Configuration file Axis2.xml after adding two new handlers

<phaseOrder type="InFlow">
<phase name="ProcessHeader">
<handler name="GridHandlerIn"
class="org.hust.hpcc.grid.GridHandlerIn">
<order phase="PostDispatch"/>

</handler>
</phase>

</phaseOrder>
<phaseOrder type="OutFlow">
<!� user can add his own phases to this area �>

<phase name="GridHandlerOut">
<handler name="ResourceKeyOutHandler"
class="org.hust.hpcc.grid.GridHandlerOut">
<order phase="PostDispatch"/>

</handler>
</phase>
...

</phaseOrder>

- Secondly, two parallel flows for invocations of these two grid services are created. In the
first flow, it calls Add(X) operation, and then Multiply(Y) operation of the CalcService
(it means the result would be X*Y, because the initial state of the service is zero). In
the second flow, it only calls Add(X) operation of the MathService (the result would be
X).

- Finally, output with two above results will be returned.

Figure 7.5 shows the result running this BPEL process. As can be seen from Figure 7.5,
using G-ODE, two different grid services can still be invoked easily. From the BPEL
process developers' point of view, calling grid services is nearly the same as calling web
services. They even do not have to care about the existence of the resource keys of grid
services.

7. DISCUSSION ON THE SOLUTION

We are not aware of any existing solutions that enable the invocation of Grid services with
ODE engine, thus we can only comment on solutions that use different BPEL engines.

i) Compared to the solution in [12] that extends the standard BPEL by adding new activ-
ities, our solution is much simpler on two points. First, with the solution that extends BPEL,
the users will not only have to learn newly added activities, but also have to determine whether
the service is a Grid service or a Web service when they invoke the service. With our solution
invoking a Grid service is just like invoking a normal Web service. Second, the solution that
extends BPEL requires many changes, from the module for compilation of BPEL process, to
the runtime module for the compiled process. In contrast, our solution does not make any
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change to these modules. It only adds some independent handlers (each one is a Java class),
and makes suitable changes only in the configuration file to register the new handlers.

ii) The solution proposed in [11] is similar to ours but for the ActiveBPEL engine, not
the ODE engine. Similar to the ODE, this BPEL engine has not supported Grid services
invocation, but only Web services invocation. This solution, however, has not mentioned this
issue in the ActiveBPEL engine. Only using tricks in a BPEL process and without overcoming
the issue of the BPEL engine, it seems very hard to invoke successfully Grid services from the
process.

In brief, our solution is the only one available so far for the ODE BPEL engine for invoking
Grid services. It does not require modifications of the BPEL engine, and requires little effort
from BPEL process developers.

Figure 7.4. Our testing BPEL process

8. CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of the paper is summarized as follows. It resolves the problem with the
ODE BPEL engine when invoking stateful Grid services. It offered a simple and practical
solution that is not known to exist.

With our solution, the integration of both Web services and Grid services in BPEL pro-
cesses not only becomes true, but also the application of the integration is quite easy. The
significance of the integration is that it allows various Grid services to be composed into
structured Grid/Workflows using BPEL and to be invoked through the Grid infrastructure
underneath. This implies complex sequences of tasks can be composed and automated over
the Grid computing environment rather than simple Grid requests.
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Figure 7.5. The results of running the BPEL process with X=12 and Y=2

However, due to the facts that BPEL is still a low level workflow language that requires
many error prone and complicated little things such as initilization of variables, data con-
version. Therefore it is not easy, time consuming for unexperienced users to compose BPEL
processes. Moreover, BPEL still lacks of some advanced features of the Grid such as notification
mechanisms and lifetime management of the invoked services. Overcoming these limitations
of the current BPEL is our important research directions in the future.
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